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Abstract. For software agents to become part of e-commerce they have tobe
flexible—to engage in negotiations of forms which are not known in advance,
andmobile—to migrate to remote locations. This note aims at combiningflexibil-
ity with mobility by joining rule-based mechanism representation with modular
mobile agents. Furthermore, we focus on a more complete e-commerce scenario
and address questions like: what happens before negotiations start and after they
are finished, where from the purchase is actually made etc. Description of agent
interactions in such a complete e-commerce scenario is presented.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in auction theory have produced a general methodology of describing
price negotiations [9]. To engage in negotiations, forms ofwhich are unknown in ad-
vance, agents have to be appropriately flexible [3]. Furthermore, it is argued that they
have to be mobile to be used in realistic applications [2]. However, mobile agents have
to be lightweight to be able to swiftly move across the network. Unfortunately,flexible
agents cannot be lightweightas they have to “carry” their intelligence with them [8].

In this note we describe architecture of a multi-agent e-commerce system that aims
at combining flexibility and mobility. Our proposal builds on: (i) conceptual architecture
of a multi-agent e-commerce system summarized in [3]; (ii) flexible framework that al-
lows agents to participate in arbitrary negotiations described in [1], and (iii) lightweight
modular agents that migrate to remote markets and engage in negotiations [3] (see also
references quoted there). Furthermore, we extend the proposed approach beyond the
“act” of negotiation. In [7] negotiations were extended to include matchmaking. In our
work we consider: matchmaking, negotiating and purchasing. Interestingly, processes
between completion of price negotiations and actual purchase, while involving a num-
ber of possibilities, are practically forgotten in literature.
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2 Rule-Based and Plug-in Components for Automated Negotiation

We start by summarizing the framework for automated negotiation introduced in [1]
and the architecture of mobile agents capable of dynamic negotiations elaborated in
[3]. Authors of [1] analyzed the existing approaches to agent negotiations (primarily
the FIPA protocols) and argued that they do not provide enough structure for the devel-
opment of portable agent-based e-commerce systems. They also sketched a framework
for implementing agent negotiations involving a number of infrastructure providing
sub-agents:Gatekeeper, Proposal Validator, Protocol Enforcer, Information Updater,
Negotiation TerminatorandAgreement Maker. Central point of this framework con-
sisted of a generic negotiation protocol and a taxonomy of JESS rules ([5]) used for
enforcing specific negotiation mechanisms.

In our earlier work we have implemented (using JADE [4]) agents capable of ne-
gotiation adaptation via dynamically loadable modules ([3]). These agents consisted of
three main components: (i)communication module—responsible for agent-agent com-
munication, ii)protocol module—responsible for enforcing protocols governing negoti-
ations, and (iii)strategy module—responsible for producing protocol-compliant actions
necessary to achieve agent goals. Advantages of this architecture were threefold: (i) sep-
aration between functionality of each module, (ii) separation of a “private” strategy and
a protocol that is “public” to the market, (iii) support for lightweight mobility.

Let us now see how it is possible to combine these two approaches. (1) Work pre-
sented in [1] assumes implicitly thatBuyeragents are intelligent and furthermore carry
with them a “generic negotiation protocol” thus making themvery heavy, while our
approach can help avoid this problem. (2) TheGatekeepersub-agent does not play any
role in actual price negotiations and thus can be placed “in the system” as a full-fledged
agent. (3) Analysis presented in [1] involves onlyBuyeragents entering a given host and
becoming involved in price negotiations; actions of the system preceding and following
negotiations are not considered; we have thus included themin our system.

3 Agents in an E-Commerce Environment

Let us now present details as to how the two approaches can be actually combined to
balance flexibility and mobility. Fundamentally, our environment acts as a distributed
marketplace that hosts e-stores and allows e-clients to visit them to purchase products.
Buyers negotiate with sellers and choose where to make a purchase [3].

Figure 1 presents the complete UML activity diagram of the proposed system (il-
lustrated from bothClient andShop“perspectives”). Note that box namedNegotiation
Processincludes insideall processes conceptualized and illustrated by UML diagrams
in [1]. Let us sketch functioning of the system depicted in figure 1 (further details can
be found in [3] and [1]).

Client agent receives orders from customer, and attempts to make a purchase. In
the system there exists a central repository (yellow pages), where all e-stores advertise
information about products [7]. Therefore,Client queries theyellow pages agent, and
then dispatchesBuyer agents to eachShopselling the requested product. Hereafter,
theClient agent enters a composite state, attempting to make purchase(s), as results of
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Fig. 1. UML activity diagram of the system operation

Buyernotifications. Whenever aBuyeragent reports a successful negotiation, theClient
agent goes through a multi-criteria decision procedure (MCDM Process) that has three
possible outcomes: (i) to complete the purchase, (ii) to cancel the purchase (awaiting
better opportunity), or (iii) to declare the purchase impossible and notify the customer.
TheClientagent will terminate when all orders have been either honored or abandoned.

TheShopagent creates aGatekeeper, aWarehouseandSelleragents (oneSeller/one
product)and then enters a complex state where it supervisesnegotiations. First, theShop
agent is waiting for finish of any negotiation. If it was successful, a givenSeller in-
forms theShopwhich asks theWarehouseto reserve the product (for a specific amount
of time). Then, if the winningBuyerconfirms purchase,Shopasks theWarehouseto
check reservation. If the reservation expired, thenShophands rejection to theBuyer.
OtherwiseShopinforms Buyer about acceptance of transaction. This starts the final
stage—namedSale completionwhich includes such actions as payment or delivery. If
theClient rejects purchase (and informs theShopabout it through theBuyer), thenShop
asks theWarehouseto cancel the reservation.
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TheGatekeepermonitors incomingBuyers and controls their admission to negoti-
ations. When a minimum number ofBuyers have arrived or a timeout is triggered, the
Gatekeeperpasses identifiers of registeredBuyers to theSeller thus initiating negoti-
ations. When negotiations are finished, the list of participatingBuyers is emptied and
the admission/monitor process is restarted (assuming that theSelleris still alive). Sys-
tem allows loosingBuyers to stay at the host and re-enter negotiations after updating
protocol templates.

TheWarehouseobtains from theShopinformation about products and their quanti-
ties and saves them into a database. Then it waits for notifications or for timer events.
TheShopnotifies theWarehouseabout: (1) registration of a new products for sale, (2)
product reservations, (3) purchase confirmations and terminations. Time event triggers
checking of existing reservations. All expired reservations are canceled, reserved prod-
ucts added to the pool of products for sale and theShopis informed about a new amount
of available goods. Note that the information about canceled reservation is provided to
theShoponly when a purchase is requested by theBuyerand theShopis checking if
a transaction can be completed. Finally, if quantity of someproduct becomes 0 then
WarehouseinformsShopaccordingly andShopterminates the correspondingSellerin-
forming also the yellow pages agent that the product is not available anymore.

4 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we presented a multi-agent system that combines rule-based and mobile
agent technologies for implementing flexible automated negotiations. Proposed system
is being re-implemented using JADE and JESS (its earlier version, while fully func-
tional, did not involve the general framework introduced in[1]). We are also working
on agent strategies and decisions. We will report on our progress in subsequent papers.
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